
Buffalo Creek Outfitter 

 Hunt and Camp Rules 

1. Hunters will be put on a “stand” by a guide and will be picked up at a specified time.  Under NO 

circumstances are hunters to leave a stand. (If you have wounded an animal, wait until your guide 

arrives before tracking.)   

2. NO loaded firearms are permitted in camp.     

3. NO loaded firearms while being transported to and from “stands.”  Firearms are only to be loaded 

when a hunter is in a “stand” and ready to hunt safely.  Once you leave your “stand” for pick-up, 

your weapon is to be unloaded and your hunt is over. No Shooting once you leave your stand. 

4. When trailing downed game, the guide is the ONLY person permitted to carry a loaded firearm. 

5. There will be NO consumption of alcohol during normal hunting hours.  If a hunter consumes 

alcohol during the day, they will not be permitted to hunt again until the next calendar day. 

6. NO smoking in the lodge, cabins or woods. 

7. 3 day hunters are allowed 2 bucks and a doe or 1 buck and 2 doe. (NOT 3 Doe) 

8. Deer hunters are allowed to harvest two bucks per week.  Bucks must be a 6 point or bigger or at 

least 3 points on 1 side. PLEASE TAKE NOTE, this is a rule change. 

9. Any harvesting of unlawful or unwarranted animals may result in fines and removal from camp. 

NO SPIKE BUCKS.  

10. All hunters using elevated stands must use a safety strap.   

11. All hunters under the age of 18 must be accompanied by an adult in the woods and in camp.  They 

are the sole responsibility of their parent or guardian. 

12. All North Carolina hunting regulations will be followed at all times. 

13. Hunters are required to present all legal licenses prior to hunting. 

14. Please be considerate of other hunters and staff members regarding appropriate language. 

15. All hunters must sign all required documents and be issued Land Entry Permits prior to hunting. 

16. Bear hunters will need to be properly licensed and please make note of the $1000 Trophy fee 

for a bear harvested weighing 400lbs or heavier.  Initials:__________________ 

17. A wounded unrecovered bear counts as the hunters dead bear.  You wound him, you bought him.  

18. Button Bucks count as a doe, per state law. 

19. There will be a $100 fine assessed to any hunter harvesting an undersized Buck…..  All fines 

MUST be paid prior to the next hunt. 

20. All hunters under 18 or special package hunts are hunting under the parent/guardians BCO bag 

limits. 

21. ALL DEPOSITS ARE NONREFUNDABLE.  I have read and agree to follow all rules and conditions 

required for lodging and hunting with Buffalo Creek Outfitters. 

________________________________________________    Date_______________ 

(Signature)         BCOrules110115 

 


